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Technical information:

Initial cleaning, maintenance & cleaning

Your floor is applied with the quality oil of company WOCA

Information about you will find under http://woca.info/.

At worksite the floor is already proper oiled for the use.

However, after installation of the floor we recommend an initial cleaning with WOCA

INTENSIVE CLEANER and subsequently an additional application with WOCA MAINTENANCE

OIL. Corresponding instruction of use you will find at the package/ barrel or at

www.woca.info/.

Daily cleaning of the floor should be done with proper vacuum cleaner or broom. Single spots

on the floor can be removed with WOCA MAINTENANCE SOAP or WOCA REMOVER SPRAY.

Depend of demand and use of the floor, a regular maintenance should be done with WOCA

MAINTENANCE SOAP. Kindly take the necessary information about that handling from WOCA

instruction, delivered with corresponding maintenance material or take a look to

www.woca.info/.
From our experience: The maintenance period in private appartments is usually approx. 1x per month, in more frequented rooms

perhaps 1x a week and up to 1x a day in shops, restaurants etc.

Kindly draw your attention to the following:

 Cloth penetrated with oxidative oil ( for instance WOCA Maintenance Oil) might be

self-igniting. Please handle and dispose it accordingly.

 Fine dust and sand has an abrasive effect and might damage the oiled surface.

 Use only the cleaning & maintaining-material and instruction from WOCA

(www.woca.info) in order not to lose the warranty of the floor.

 Don´t use aggressive tools or cleaning agents.

 Protect the floor in using proper rolls at rolling chairs and appropriate components

under chair & tables.

 Avoid penetration of water (additional basins beneath flower vase etc.) or direct

contact to ferruous objects (for instance metall disc below the chair); dark spots or

other shabby irreversible damages might be the consequence.

 The climate of the room has to be adjusted to approx. 20°C and 50± 5% humidity.

 The temperature directly on the surface of the floor should be max. 27°C. Take care

also at direct sun exposure. Otherwise bigger gaps between the single boards or even

cracks inside floor might occur.

A careful use of the floor will grant for a long life and satisfaction of the residents.


